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Introduction
The January 2013 Unit 3 Contested Planet examination used Energy Security as the synoptic
Section B topic – a topic which was also used in January 2011. In previous examinations
this topic has regularly been the most popular in Section A, usually appearing as Question
1. As with the May/June 2012 examination when Water Conflicts was the synoptic topic, it
was interesting to see how candidates approached their choice of two questions in Section
A. Question popularity, as a % of all responses in Section A, was approximately:

Question 1: Water Conflicts = 26%
Question 2: Biodiversity under Threat = 18%
Question 3: Superpower Geographies = 28%
Question 4: Bridging the Development Gap = 17%
Question 5: The Technological Fix? = 11%
Most candidates seem to have chosen their questions carefully, and all questions were
attempted in good numbers. The Technological Fix, as in the past, was less popular than the
other choices.
The majority of candidates performed well on this examination paper, although there are
some general points that are worth mentioning.
•

Timing issues are uncommon, but when these do arise it tends to be Section B – and
especially Question 6(c) – that suffers.

•

Candidates need to divide up their time carefully, based on the mark allocations
(especially in Section B where the allocation changes from series to series).

•

Some candidates spend proportionally too much time on the 10 mark Section A
questions compared to the 15 mark Section A questions.

•

Candidates should write the answer to their second Section A question choice in the
dedicated answer space.

•

Care needs to be taken, in the heat of the exam, not to answer a combination of subquestions that breaks the rubric of the exam e.g. Question 4(a) followed immediately by
Question 5(b).
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Specific comments on Section A
The average quality of response in Section A was good. Most candidates wrote two thorough
responses. Question interpretation skills are generally sound although:
•

Some responses effectively ignore the Figure in the 10 mark ‘(a)’ part of Section A
questions, and go off in their own direction.

•

The Figure is a stimulus to further thought and should generate unique ideas, but
reference to it must form part of the response.

•

The 10 mark ‘(a)’ parts usually do not benefit from the use of major case studies; there
is enough to explain in the Figure.

•

Assessment and evaluation skills in the 15 mark ‘(b)’ part are often thin; while
descriptive use of case studies and examples does gain credit, this is only up to Level 2
in the mark scheme.

•

Range is important in all questions. Narrow answers score poorly. In 10 mark data
stimulus questions a range of data needs to be referred to e.g. 3 or 4 of the strategies
in Figure 2, and ideally all 3 countries shown in Figure 3. In the 15 mark ‘(b)’ parts
this is also important. An answer which focused narrowly on 1 global threat and 1 local
threat in Question 2(b) would be too narrow.

•

Time is still wasted by a number of candidates on excessively long, generalised
introductions to issues. This is most obvious in the 10 mark ‘(a)’ parts where candidates
would be better served by getting on with the task of answering the question, rather
than, for instance, providing a lengthy introductory discussion of the global distribution
of water supply.

•

Some candidates need to be clearer in their minds about the meaning of the key words:
social, political, economic and physical. Interpretation of these words has improved but
‘political’ still causes problems for some (decision-making, governance, management,
international relations, diplomacy).

Many 15 mark ‘(b)’ questions use phrases such as ‘assess the severity’ or ‘assess the
extent’ or ‘assess the relative importance of’. To address these candidates need to:
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•

Provide a range of examples – it is difficult to meaningfully judge the severity of
different threats when only 2 threats have been mentioned.

•

Use detailed support i.e. evidence on which to make a judgement.

•

Be courageous enough to make a judgement; examiners do not have a pre-conceived
notion of what is most important / severe etc – they are willing to be convinced by the
quality of a candidate’s argument.

•

Provide a conclusion which draws together the different threads of the answer and
directly answers the question.
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Section A
Question 1 Water Conflicts
Question 1(a) made reference to Figure 1, showing players in the supply of water. Some
interpreted Figure 1 as being hierarchical with the most important players at the ‘top’. This
was not indicated on Figure 1 and, for some, this interpretation was a distraction although
some answers used this interpretation to provide an interesting structure for their answers.
Most responses coped well, and there was generally good understanding of the role of
each player. Many answers only implied ‘safe and secure’; better responses dealt with safe
water and secure supply separately. There were confident responses relating to national
planners e.g. China’s south-north transfer, but some were less clear when discussing a
UK context although water planning and drought orders were mentioned. There was
occasionally confusion over the role of governments versus water companies. NGOs were
considered in detail, with examples of their work often linked directly to the provision of a
safe supply. Water companies in the UK or Bolivia were commonly discussed although not
always with accuracy. Consumers were often considered in a more generalized way but
some good responses broke consumers down into agriculture, industry and domestic and
considered each.
This is part of a Level 3 answer to Question 1(a), on the role of water ‘players’ in providing
safe and secure water.
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Examiner Comments

This answer makes some reference to ‘safe and secure’
although it tends to consider them as the same thing. However,
it does use examples and recognises that some players can do
good as well as be less successful.

Examiner Tip

For Section A data stimulus questions, try to write
a balanced answer that considers positive and
negatives if you are required to.
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Question 1 (b) focused on to what extent conflict over water supplies is inevitable.
Although rare, there were some answers which interpreted ‘conflict’ to mean war or similar,
rather than a spectrum of disagreement from small-scale local ‘spats’ to larger regional or
international issues. Occasionally phrases such as “if managed carefully, no lives would be
lost” crept into answers with reference to examples of water conflict which have no history
of armed conflict e.g. the Colorado River. A large number of answers, rather disappointingly,
argued somewhat naively that conflict was always inevitable. These descriptive answers
were usually supported by numerous examples of water conflict, more or less accurately.
This type of answer failed to consider the ‘assess the extent’ command phrase. To access
Level 3 or Level 4 marks some assessment of the degree of inevitability was required.
Most often this involved reference to attempts at reaching agreement such as the Colorado
Compact, Nile River Agreement (often not well understood), and Helsinki Rules etc.
Stronger answers argued that conflict was much more likely when water resources were
trans-boundary and / or when there were wider political disputes between players – for
instance in the near east or between India and Bangladesh. Some peered into the future to
argue that global warming and rising demand would make conflict more likely in the future
compared to today. From many candidates there was a tendency to ‘roll out’ case studies
without really considering how much they contributed to answering the actual question,
such that there was far too much of ‘everything there is to know’ about the Aral Sea or
Three Gorges Dam. Overall, answers to this question were a little disappointing.
This is part of a response to Question 1(b), which gained Level 2 marks. It is the middle
section of the answer; the question asked candidates to assess whether conflict over water
supplies is inevitable.
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Examiner Comments

This answer is descriptive and written as a series of separate sections, with
little relationship to each other (River Jordan, Aral Sea, Greenpeace). Much
of it is not focused on water supply, however there are hints at solutions
(desalination, rainwater storage), but overall the examiner has to do much
of the work to join up the ideas.

Examiner Tip

When writing your answer, keep looking back to the
question to make sure you are still on task.
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Question 2 Biodiversity under Threat
Question 2(a) made reference to a spectrum of strategies to manage biodiversity, Figure 2.
This question proved slightly troublesome to many candidates. The question asked why a
spectrum of strategies is used. Many candidates instead explained, often in great detail and
supported by examples, how each strategy conserved biodiversity. Often they were wellwritten and cogent – but nevertheless answers to a different question. Another approach was
to evaluate the success of the 4 strategies, again, this was not the question set. Answers
should have focused on 3 main explanations, namely:
•

the degree of threat facing a species or ecosystem – ex-situ conservation is used when
species are endangered and / or have lost their natural habitat, for instance

•

the needs of humans versus the need for conservation – which is why sustainable
management is used, to try and achieve a balance

•

economic issues i.e. the funding available.

Quite often, economic issues between the developed and developing world were explained
and in many cases the valid point about degree of threat was arrived at in a roundabout
way, when explaining how restoration and ex-situ conservation worked. There were too
many examples of able candidates answering the wrong question and not identifying the
reasons / factors that influence choice of management strategy. In some cases responses
were rather simplistic along the lines of “there are lots of ecosystems so there needs to be
lots of management strategies”. Although rare, some answers argued that plant species
versus animal species need to be conserved in different ways, and that some ecosystems
can cope with a higher degree of human use than others.
This extract is the start of a Level 2 answer to Question 2(a), about why a spectrum of
strategies is needed to manage biodiversity.
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Examiner Comments

This answer begins with some general background on biodiversity, and a
statement of what Figure 2 shows – none of this is needed. However, the
answer then moves into an explanation of how level of economic development
influences strategy choice, which is much more focused on the question.

Examiner Tip

Try to avoid long introductions which provide
background, but do not answer the question as
these do not gain direct credit.
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Question 2(b) had parallels with Question 1(b) in some ways. Most candidates were able
to identify a range of threats (like a range of water conflicts), and illustrate these with
reference to examples and case studies. Far fewer were able to assess the severity of the
threats i.e. compare the degree of threat and move towards a judgement of how severe the
threats are. Many answers took the ‘and another threat is’ approach, descriptively listing
often a wide range of threats in quite a detailed way. Some struggled to decide whether
the threats were local or global and there were phrases such as “the global threat of oil
exploitation in the ANWR”. Confusion over global and local was a common theme. That
said, many answers identified a range of local threats. Alien species issues were often
outlined in a detailed way, as was tourism. Many identified climate change / global warming
as a significant threat to coral reefs and / or forests and there was good detail on the
GBR and other locations in terms of bleaching, ocean acidification, sea level rise etc. This
question cried out for a summative paragraph that compared global and local threats and
‘assessed their severity’ – sadly this was lacking from many answers. There were some
very good responses that tackled the question head on arguing, for instance that the local
threats are actually more devastating today and have direct consequences for people who
depend on ecosystems, whereas global threats are less of an issue today, but may increase
in importance in the future. Candidates need to be encouraged to be confident and state
their view, based on the evidence they present.
This extract is the final part and conclusion of an answer to Question 2(b), about global and
local threats to biodiversity. It gained Level 4 marks.
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Examiner Comments

This answer uses evaluative language such as ‘one of the most important
factors’ and uses good terminology such as ‘carrying capacity’. The conclusion
links global and local factors together, arguing that local threats make global
problems worse. The candidate sustains the idea that local threats are the
most severe.

Examiner Tip

Range is an important aspect of any answer. In this
question considering 1 local and 1 global threat would
not be enough to draw a convincing conclusion as to
which was the most severe.
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Question 3 Superpower Geographies
Question 3(a) was popular, and many candidates seem to enjoy writing about geopolitics
and global superpowers. Figure 3 showed 3 population projections and the data provided
was understood well by most. However, in a similar way to Question 2(a), this question was
prone to misinterpretation. The question was not ‘explain the population projections shown’.
Those who read the question in this way often went down the demographic transition model
route and explained how the projections had been arrived at, rather than the consequences
for superpower status. This question suffered a little from over-long introductions, setting
out in great detail what a superpower is and how this can be measured. In addition, a
minority ignored Figure 3 and launched into a general discussion of the status of the three
countries. Most responses did deal with consequences and these were in general understood
well. Weaker answers tended to lump India and the USA together (as both populations
increase on Figure 3). Better answers discussed each country in turn. Some very good
arguments were developed for India, which argued on the one hand that a rising working
age population would be good news economically, but on the other might be negative
in terms of resources, environment and social conditions. Stronger answers argued that
for Russia, the decline in population might have less significance than might be expected
given that its status lies in military and natural resource power. What many answers, which
showed good understanding, lacked was the final link to superpower status – in other words
they had a range of consequences but these were not linked to geopolitical status. As in the
past, there were many good quality answers. Candidates do need to have it reinforced that
words such as impacts, consequences, effects etc are not ‘negative’ words – consequences
can be positive or negative.
This is part of a Level 2 answer to Question 3(a) on how India, Russia and the USA could be
affected by future changes to their populations.
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Examiner Comments

This candidate recognises that India’s population projection has both positive
consequences and negative consequences, which is good. However, the
answer discussed India in detail, mentioned Russia very briefly, but did not
mention the USA at all, which restricted the mark.

Examiner Tip

Faced with a Figure with 3 or 4 parts to it like Figure 1,
2, 3 and 4 (countries, players, situations) make sure you
refer to all of them in a balanced way.
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Question 3(b) yielded a large number of good answers demonstrating sound
understanding of the criteria for superpower status and considering in detail the extent
to which China is meeting these, or is likely to do so in the future. Many did discuss both
countries although some became focused on only China. Weaker answers were those that
listed China’s strengths and left it at that. There was good knowledge of recent changes
and much up to date knowledge of the global financial crisis and how this has affected both
countries. China’s role in Africa was often mentioned, sometimes in a rather cursory way,
but nevertheless showing good understanding of recent trends. Overall, assessment in
this question was stronger than in the other parallel questions. Candidates seemed more
willing to directly compare the USA and China and there was greater confidence in terms
of committing to a judgement. Many answers were well structured, logically considering
hard v soft power, or economic, military and cultural influence. Some good conclusions
were seen, such as those that argued China is less of a threat than many think – possibly
raising human rights issues, demands for democracy and an economy too dependent on
exports fuelled by increasingly costly raw material imports. It was very pleasing to see so
many candidates with a good awareness of the economic and geopolitical trends which are
shaping their own futures.
This extract is the introductory part of an answer to Question 3(b), concerning the threat
China poses to the USA. It gained Level 4 marks.
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Examiner Comments

Notice that this candidate completes a very brief plan, which considers both the
USA and China – crucial to answering the question thoroughly. There follows
a section on the economic strengths and weaknesses of China, and the whole
answer was written in an evaluative style.

Examiner Tip

Briefly planning answers allows time to think about the
question and decide how best to organise and structure
the answer, which often pays off.
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Question 4 Bridging the Development Gap
Question 4(a) was often well done, and was frequently chosen by candidates who were
confident with the players and their roles. Of the three shown in Figure 3, some responses
missed out National Organizations in their answers, or seemed unclear on the role of an
organization such as DFID. In some cases NGOs were considered in a rather uncritical way,
so only the positive side of the story was provided. In terms of IGOs such as the World
Bank and IMF, some of the supporting evidence used was rather out of date, for instance
Structural Adjustment Programmes were superseded by the HIPC initiative some time ago
(nevertheless, the general line of argument in relation to SAPs was usually cogent). Weaker
answers tended to be on the whole rather one-sided i.e. NGOs are positive, IGOs are
negative. In terms of NGOs detailed supporting examples of their positive impacts was often
given, although weaker answers reverted to the ‘water pumps in Africa’ type of response
which lacked any detailed support and tended to be over-generalised and sometimes
stereotypical. Overall, this question was answered to a good standard by many and the
positive and negative aspects were covered more often than not.
This example is most of an answer to Question 4(a), bar a brief introduction. It achieved a
mid Level 2 mark.
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Examiner Comments

The answer uses some good terminology, and mentions all 3 players, but it is
thin. The examples used are vague such as ‘a large scale project that was set
in place in Botswana’. No examples are provided for NGOs or National Agencies,
although positive and negative impacts are discussed. This answer has the
correct structure but needs more detail.

Examiner Tip

Getting the structure of an answer right is important, but
once this has been done evidence / examples need to be
used to give the explanation depth and make it realistic.
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Question 4(b) differentiated well. Many candidates had good knowledge of a variety of
models and showed some understanding of these. Rostow and Wallerstein, as well as the
Brandt Line and Dependency theory were often used. Many answers were rather descriptive,
stating what the models were, how they worked and what they showed but failing to link
this to understanding the development gap. Some models were less well understood and
there was some confusion and ‘mixing’ of different theories. Dependency was generally
understood well, and perhaps most often linked to an understanding of the development
gap i.e. that dependency theory could help explain why some countries remain in a state of
underdevelopment / in the global south. Many candidates were able to identify weaknesses
in the models, most often that they failed to account for the rise of the BRICs or Asian
Tigers. Some argued, convincingly, that none of the models or theories are very useful
today as all tend to date from an earlier time.
Some struggled to assess usefulness, but there were some excellent answers to this
question with strong insight into how far different models worked. Occasionally candidates
rather ran out of steam and, failing to identify another model or theory to discuss, instead
moved into how development is measured and considered indicators such as HDI, the MDG
or the Digital Access Index which failed to address the question.
This is the beginning of an answer to Question 4(b), on how models and theories can help
understand the development gap. It achieved a mid Level 3 mark.
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Examiner Comments

The answer begins with a brief definition of the development gap, which is
useful in providing a focus. A discussion of the North-South divide model
follows; this is evaluative as it argues that some countries in the south have
developed, undermining the model. Although rather brief, the next section links
the first model to World Systems theory and then Rostow – this is useful as it
shows that the models need not be viewed in isolation.

Examiner Tip

Linking ideas and themes, by linking paragraphs, is a
good way to provide a coherent argument. The alternative
is to provide separate ‘chunks’ of information which focus
on totally separate ideas or case studies – which makes
coming to a conclusion difficult.
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Question 5 The Technological Fix?
Question 5(a) Figure 5 showed different methods of ‘cooling the planet’. Overall, this
seemed to be familiar territory to many with all methods being relatively well understood.
However, many candidates' answers might best be described as ‘playing with the scores’.
Very little was added beyond the Figure, with answers simply stating that one option was
better than another, or worse than something else. These were descriptive answers with
very little explanation of the scores. On the other hand, a number of responses did move on
and explained why the costs of space mirrors were so high, or why afforestation would be
relatively low cost. There was relatively good understanding of the possible consequences of
sulphate aerosols in terms of acid rain and many argued that afforestation would suffer from
timescale problems although it was the most natural method and would meet least public
resistance. Some candidates had their own knowledge of ocean fertilisation experiments
or could suggest actual financial costs. The issue remains, however, that a large number
of candidates did not attempt to explain the different scores; they simply described and
compared them.
This is part of a Level 1 answer to Question 5(a), which focuses on different methods of
geoengineering.
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Examiner Comments

This is a very descriptive answer. It basically describes the scores provided
on Figure 5 but does not attempt to explain them in a meaningful way. There
are basic statements such as ‘unappealing to look at’ but these are not clear
explanations. The lower cost of sulphate aerosols is partly explained, but in a
very limited way.

Examiner Tip

Attention must be paid to command words. In 10 mark
data stimulus questions the command is never ‘describe’
and there are few marks for description.
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Question 5(b) suffered, as in the past, from a general lack of reference to specific
technologies. There are many that could have been included such as GM crops, the internet
and associated cabling e.g. the EASSy cable, drugs for treating AIDS/ HIV etc. Candidates
need to be encouraged to be specific about the technologies they use to support their
answers. While many candidates could discuss 2 of the factors, a convincing discussion of all
3 was rarer. ‘Social’ was often less well understood and in many cases rather ‘fudged’.
Nevertheless there were sound answers relating to economic factors, such as the obvious
MEDC v LEDC divide in terms of access explained by lack of finance for R&D, patents
increasing the costs of technology such as GM crops and pharmaceuticals. Political factors
were generally understood fairly well and examples such as internet and mobile access in
North Korea and China were used (China was sometimes seen as almost the same as North
Korea, which is not the case). In terms of social factors, religious groups like the Amish
were often mentioned although frequently in a rather sweeping way and implying that this
group is much more numerous than it actually is. Although less common, leapfrogging was
sometimes used to argue that economic barriers can in some cases be overcome and there
was good knowledge of schemes to make technology more accessible e.g. OLPC. Overall
this question required very careful selection of examples to illustrate arguments and some
candidates found this a real challenge. Assessment was relatively rare, although many
came to the basic conclusion that economic factors are the most important.
This is the beginning of an answer to Question 5(b), which asked candidates to consider
the importance of political, economic and social factors in terms of access to technology. It
achieved a Level 4 mark.
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Examiner Comments

This response begins to answer the question straightaway,
focusing on political factors. There is some detailed support,
such as OLPC, Korea and the CTI index. More than one political
issue is considered, which begins to give the answer depth.

Examiner Tip

Many very good answers use smaller examples, rather
than major case studies. This approach provides range,
and depth can be provided by adding some detail to some
examples. Having a range of examples makes evaluation
and assessment easier to accomplish.
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Section B
Specific comments on Section B Issues Analysis
The Issues Analysis was set in Europe and focused on the Energy Security topic. Overall,
there was good understanding of the issues surrounding nuclear power and other energy
sources. Many examiners remarked that:
•

Synoptic material was seen less than would have been expected; many candidates
seemed content to rely on the resources provided.

•

Many candidates gave rather too much weight to nuclear accidents in their answers,
which are the exception rather than the norm.

•

The key word ‘players’ was often not fully understood, surprisingly.

•

In many cases direct reference was not made to the resources, which is one of the skills
being assessed i.e. selective and accurate use of evidence.

•

Overall, candidates seemed well prepared but less willing to engage in research and find
links to wider issues.

•

Simply stating ‘link to Unit 1, climate change’ or ‘synoptic link to biodiversity’ does not
constitute synopticity as it provides no explanation.
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Question 6
Question 6(a) While there were many good responses to this question, some were limited
by lacking a full appreciation of ‘players’. In many answers the players discussed were
actually countries (and not even the government of a country, just ‘France’ or ‘Italy’).
This interpretation narrowed the range of material in the booklet which was used, as well
as narrowing the scope of the answer. Some answers were rather pedestrian and twodimensional i.e. some countries are in favour of, and others are against, nuclear power.
A number of responses spent a long time explaining what nuclear power is, and how nuclear
disasters have occurred in the past – rather than getting down to the business of answering
the question. In addition the question was focused on explaining, i.e. giving reasons why
different views of nuclear power are held. Stating or describing views fails to provide this
explanation.
A number of answers were structured by the factors that influence views / perceptions
(cost, reliability, environmental issues). This structure worked well, although in some
answers of this type the players tended to get lost in the detail. Some answers stated the
main ‘fears’ surrounding nuclear power but did not link these to specific players, or simply
referred to ‘players’ or ‘the main players’ without actually stating who the players were.
Nevertheless there were many good answers, which dealt with governments, unions, local
people and the various TNCs involved in the nuclear industry. Sometimes reasons for the
perceptions were a little simplistic such as arguing that all TNCS like nuclear because it
brings profits. The views of environmental organisations were dealt with, sometimes, in a
more sophisticated way with candidates arguing the environmental organisations were ‘torn’
over nuclear due to its lack of CO2 emissions versus issues such as waste.
The range of explanations tended to be limited to what was in the booklet, and it would
have been good to see some reference to the political power of the general public in
democratic countries. Better answers did make some reference to the green agenda and
carbon targets, and the role nuclear might play (hence being supported by some players).
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This is part of a low Level 2 answer to Question 6(a).

Examiner Comments

This answer does not refer to specific players, but rather
mentions ‘a company’ and ‘environmentalists’. What is said is
largely correct but there is no reference to the resources in the
booklet and the answer lacks detail.

Examiner Tip

Players are one of the 3 synoptic themes
(players, actions, futures) and are implicit it
all Section B issues analysis resources.
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This is an extract from another response to Question 6(a). This response gained Level 3
marks.
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Examiner Comments

This extract begins with a brief definition of players, and then
proceeds to name specific players (EDF, the French public). The
explanations are clear and evidence is used from the booklet
(74%, 70%).

Examiner Tip

Always select evidence from the booklet and use it
in the answer. This could be data or quotes or direct
reference to a Figure or one of the Views.
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Question 6(b) This question was generally answered quite well.
Most answers coped with identifying economic and political costs and benefits, and linked
these to energy security. Data from the booklet e.g. costs of building and cost of electricity,
was often used as evidence. Political issues were perhaps more challenging than economic,
but there was often reference to the political power of Russia / Gazprom and the importance
of having good international relations with energy suppliers.
The best answers did make the link to sources of uranium being in countries which are
allies, but some also suggested that as a finite resource at some later date this may not
be the case, hence compromising long-term security. Less well explained were issues of
decommissioning and waste disposal. In general evaluation tended to be implied. The best
answers did this as a summary or conclusion, indicating what, in their view, was the balance
between economic and political costs and benefits. Weaker answers tended to focus more
on economic than political and perhaps more on costs. Essentially this was a question in 4
parts (costs / benefits / political / economic) and a sustained answer was needed to cover
all aspects. One of the main benefits of nuclear would be that it would provide continual
baseload supply (in the way coal and gas do in the UK today), but this benefit was rarely
alluded to. Linked to this was a common lack of grasp that nuclear only provides electrical
power and as such might not be as flexible as a source like natural gas. The political benefit
of nuclear helping meet Kyoto / Copenhagen targets was seen less often than might have
been expected. As with Question 6(c), an overview evaluation was important in terms of
achieving Level 3 and Level 4 marks.
This is a part of a Level 3 answer to Question 6(b).
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Examiner Comments

This response clearly focuses on economic benefits and costs, and
the language is partly evaluative. There is some reference to wider
links e.g. Russia and Ukraine, although little in the way of hard
evidence from the booklet is used. This has the effect of slightly
reducing the overall mark.

Examiner Tip

Make sure that a sound discussion is always backed up
by hard evidence; there is much to be used from the
resource booklet.
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Question 6(c) There were many interesting answers to this question. Most candidates
covered all 3 options in some detail.
The most successful responses were those where candidates had clearly researched the 3
options and so had a deeper understanding of what was involved e.g. where the energy
resource had already been successfully used. There were good overall assessments
comparing the three options and also sometimes other alternatives. The best responses
had some form of final evaluation at the end of their answers and candidates need to be
encouraged to structure their answer this way. There were some issues however:
•

CSP was sometimes confused with solar photovoltaic and some did not consider the
context illustrated in Figure 11 and so discussed CSP’s applicability to countries like the
UK and Germany

•

bioethanol was sometimes poorly understood, and not recognised as largely a transport
only fuel

•

earthquakes caused by shale gas drilling near Blackpool were blamed for collapsing
houses and even tsunami.

On the other hand there was some interesting synopticity such as:
•

the unfolding situation in North Africa and the Arab Spring, in relation to CSP and how
secure the Desertec scheme would be in reality

•

the UK government’s recent decision on shale gas and details of the test drilling

•

mention of other options, such as the Severn Estuary tidal barrage

•

the development of shale gas in the USA

•

the development of biofuels in Brazil.

In general environmental issues were considered more fully than energy security issues
by many candidates. A large number of responses favoured shale gas, arguing that being
domestic and reliable outweighed the issues of CO2 emissions and local environmental
impacts. This type of argument was what was required to produce a genuine assessment
i.e. weighing up all of the options and coming to a clear conclusion. The other option was
to state, rather simplistically, that all were equally good and all 3 should be used. Overall,
synopticity was most in evidence in this question and answers tended to be more realistic
and grounded in fact, compared to 6(a) and 6(b).
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This is the conlcuding part of a Level 4 answer to Question 6(c).
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Examiner Comments

Both benefits and costs for CSP are outlined, with an evaluation
that the costs outweigh the benefits. There follows a clearly
argued conclusion which judges that bioethanol is the best
option at the moment.

Examiner Tip

Do not be afraid to come to a controversial conclusion,
as long as you support it with evidence.
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Paper Summary
Overall, the quality of response to this examination paper was good and there were some
outstanding answers seen. The vast majority of candidates cope well with this examination
paper and timing issues and very weak responses are rare. When performance does fall
below expectations it tends to be for reasons which have been referred to in previous
reports – lack of assessment / evaluation and lack of synopticity. Candidates cannot expect
to move into Level 3 or Level 4 of the mark schemes unless they address these key issues
and produce work which demonstrates higher order thinking.
Based on this examination, candidates need to:
•

Be careful not to assume that the information in the Section B resource booklet is
‘detailed enough’ and so make no attempt to try and go beyond it. The most cursory
reading of the Section B mark schemes shows that going beyond the information
provided is a requirement of a Level 3 or Level 4 response.

•

Similarly, describing and explaining case studies is not enough to access the upper
levels of the mark scheme. Adding more and more detail to more and more case studies
will never be enough to bridge the gap between the top of Level 2 and Level 3. Some
assessment / evaluation is always required to achieve this.
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Grade Boundaries
Grade boundaries for this, and all other papers, can be found on the website on this link:
http://www.edexcel.com/iwantto/Pages/grade-boundaries.aspx
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